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Extensive documentation at gepard.phy.hr



Routines are thoroughly tested

Most of the test values are obtained by independent implementation of formulas by 
Dieter Müller, Kornelija Passek-Kumerički, and Marija Čuić















Gepard includes many experimental data sets



Aiming for fully reproducible research:
https://github.com/openhep





GPD evolution codes

In momentum fraction x-space

- Freund and McDermott, 2002
- Vinnikov, 2006
- Bertone et al. APFEL++, 2022

In conformal moment j-space

- Gepard, 2022



Towards the “Les Houches” benchmark

[Alekhin et al., hep-ph/0204316]

PDF Les Houches benchmark:





From j-space to x-space



Fron j-space to x-space



From j-space to x-space



Forward case comparison



Gepard vs. Vinnikov

Python wrapper around Vinnikov evolution code  (non-singlet only):
pyvinnikov.evol_ns(1, log(Q02), log(Q2), xi, x, gpd)

Q02 - initial scale
Q2    - final scale
xi   - fixed ξ
x    - array of x values
gpd - array of gpd values



Writing Python wrappers

● Writting Python wrapper around Vinnikov C code is dead easy:
○ f2py (“Fortran-2-Python”) package does it almost automatically

● Writing Python wrapper around Freund Fortran code is tricky:
○ Most of the communication is via Fortran COMMON blocks 
○ some COMMON blocks have mixed types (float+int) which have to be 

separated (otherwise one is hit by nasty bugs)
○ f2py does not treat Fortran ENTRY statements correctly (Fixed by 

writing explicitely signatures to Fortran interface file.)

(Now evolving GPDs defined in Python should work in principle but was not yet 
tried.)



Bug in MILOU affecting H-tilde?

In Freund/McDermott code inputgpdglobalgrid.f there is no 
required COMMON block to reset polarized PDFs.



Bug in MILOU affecting H-tilde



MILOU vs. Pythonized Freund



j-space to x-space GPDs within Gepard

[Muller, Polyakov, Semenov-Tian-Shansky, 1412.4165]

We need implementation of 2F1 Hypergeometric function for complex j !



Summary

● Gepard needs users and contributors.

● Community needs benchmarks for GPD evolution and GPD-related 
observables


